
If you have a problem with the materials or workmanship of this puncher,
we will replace it free of charge which the product is under warranty.
To have your puncher replaced while under warranty, contact your local agent.

The warranty does not cover damage to the product resulting from 
abuse or misuse.  

* Operated by 4 x “AA” batteries
* Voltage range 110V-240V, is suitable for travel adaptor
* Compact design for 10 sheets capacity with ease
* Use multiple options, 110V-240V, 4 x 1.5V batteries 
    and Mini USB plug, 1.5 meters
* Auto reverse button for easily clearing jams, 
   adjustable paper guide
* Non-skid feet to hold up the punch tightly
* Easy open tray cover and spacious chip capacity

HANDY DEVICE
Personal Electric 2-Hole Punch

HOW TO USE PERSONAL ELECTRIC 2-HOLE PUNCH
1. Connect the adaptor into the punch and insert the adaptor plug into the nearest, easily-accessible outlet.
2. It allows battery operation for LR6 1.5V (AA + battery) x 4 pcs at the back of punch.
3. Mini USB instant connection: Instants USB into the slot and connects with as laptop, pc, and supporting 
    devices.
4. Adjust the paper guide for suitable paper size use.
5. Insert papers till touch the trigger motor will start punching automatically. 
6. Be sure to remove the punched paper from the unit to prevent motor damage.
7. If paper stuck, press red “Reverse” button on top to release the jam paper.

MAINTENANCE & SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
1. To ensure smooth, trouble-free punching, please only use this unit to punch paper (no staples or other hard 
    materials with paper).
2. Empty the receptacle on the base in a regular basis. The punch will not operate properly when full.
3. Always unplug the punch before cleaning or emptying the receptacle.
4. Never submerge your punch in water, plugged or unplugged.
5. Never pull on the adaptor cord to turn the punch off.  Instead, take hold of the adaptor plug and pull it slowly 
    out of the unit.
6. As with all electrical applicances, keep out of the reach of small children.
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